Highland Scotch Tradition Meets Pure Organic Ingredients
Where the isles rise steeply from the cold mists of the North Atlantic lies Scotland, the
birthplace of some of the most refined, elegant spirits in existence: Scotch whiskies.
While storied old distilleries on misty shores evokes everything a Scotch drinker wants in
their glass, modern commercial agriculture adds a few things they might not, like pesticides, sewage sludge, and nitrate fertilizer residues. This is what sets
Highland Harvest apart: using only the finest certified organic barley
allows us to offer whiskies that are not just made where and how the
finest traditional Scotch was made, but also from the same fine, natural, sustainably-grown ingredients used in the famed whiskies of old.

Highland Harvest Single Malt (92 Proof)
Made exclusively from malted barley in the traditional manner, Highland Harvest Single Malt is aged in oak casks in
warehouses sheltered among the trees at the edge of the
firth, where the whisky remains dark and cold as it ages. It
is bottled without chill filtering to ensure the full richness of
the whisky’s natural flavor is captured. Only about 2,500 bottles are produced per numbered batch. The result is a smallbatch Scotch whisky that possesses a distinguished character
and a remarkable smoothness, with a long, lingering finish.

Highland Harvest Blended Malt (80 Proof)
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Highland Harvest
• Pure organic ingredients and traditional craft
distillation return to the roots of fine whisky.
• Single Malt & Blended Malt varieties available.

Highland Harvest Blended Malt is free from any grain whisky
and is made exclusively from a combination of three carefullyselected single malt whiskies, bringing together the best qualities of each single malt it is crafted from. Highland Harvest
Blended Malt offers the perfect balance of the malt sweetness,
tannins, and silkiness that Highland whisky is known for.

Why We Believe in Organic Spirits
• Quality. Organic products are free of pesticide and sewage sludge fertilizer residues, not to mention the nitrates and chemical “blending agents” often used as shortcuts in the distilling process. Organic products only
achieve outstanding quality by starting with exceptional raw ingredients and distilling them with care.

• Sustainability. The crops that our spirits begin as are grown without genetic modification and farmed without chemicals, supporting sustainable agriculture.

• Verifiable Purity. USDA Organic certification is rigorously-enforced federal law, not marketing hype.
Organic means we aren’t just claiming our products are pure and grown sustainably, it means
that it has been verified.
To learn more, visit us at

